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Current situation

Nowadays the trash cans in the city
of Paris are often full to the point
that trash is no longer available so
it ends up on the ground.

Therefore there is a contamination
problem.



Purpose

We want to provide to the city a system that
prevents soil pollution so it helps the
environment.

LARGE SCOPE :

We want to prevent garbage being in the
streets of Paris.

SMALL SCOPE :



Main project - Smart system



FEATURES

Our prototype______
It has an ultrasonic sensor

It feeds a webpage with the current
status of the trash can.

It has a LED that indicates the
status of the container.

It is made out of Plexiglas



HOW DOES IT WORK?
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Why to use a ultrasonic
sensor?

Pros: Cons:

Cheap
Easy to use
Gives the distance
from the obstacle

Fragile
Unreliable
Doesn't work on every
material



Wiring the sensor
Wiring



Why to use a RGB LED?
Wiring

Pros: Cons:

Able to show
different colors

More expensive than a
usual LED

Harder to wire



Wiring the LED
Wiring





How to store the data?
IT part : following the data

Description:

Database service available online with a Google
account. You can store values inside in real time.

Google Firebase Database

Pros: Cons:

- Free service 

- Updating in real time

- NoSQL 

- Not perfectly responsive

- JSON language

- Not easy to modify



How to store the data?
IT part : following the data

Step 1: Deleting the old data

Step 2: Sending the new data

< Old data being deleted

< Old data being deleted

< Last new data



How to display the data
IT part : following the data

Description:

We used some HTML mixed with JSON, to enable
the update of the data without having to reload the
webpage.

Part of the HTML code

Pros: Cons:

- Enabling to update live

- Adapted to all web
support

- Very documented

- Multiple languages

- Restrictive syntax



How to display the data
IT part : following the data

JSON part of the code

If the value is 30 >

 is 60 >

 is 100>



How to host the webpage?
IT part : following the data

Description:

Server service available online with a GitHub
account. It allows you to host a web page

Netlify server service

Pros: Cons:

- Free service 

- Always active

- Linked to Github 

- Server console hard to
understand

- Not adapted to debug



FINAL RESULT

We have markers on the map with three fill
levels to indicate the order to collect the bins . 

Empty Half filled Filled



The aim is to avoid full bins to not have waste coming out and polluting. And also to create the
fastest way to avoid polluting the streets of Paris with a big garbage truck.

FINAL RESULT

https://iot-trashcan.netlify.app/dashboard.html




